Correlation between LFV and muon (g-2) in MSSM by Bi, X J





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams of the one-loop SUSY contribution to a

(and the process  ! ) via the exchange of a chargino
(left) and via a neutralino (right).
Since on this basis all the interaction vertices are diagonal, the LFV eects are transferred to the propagators of










, the slepton and sneutrino






























































































































































































, we can see that Æa

does not depend on the mixing angle 
L
while Br( ! ) tends
to zero. Thus models with gravity or gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking may predict that Æa

has nothing to
do with the mixing angle 
L
while Br( ! ) should be very small[2]. Thus the rst case is actually the same as the
case of no lepton avor mixing in the soft sector. The second case leads us to the eective SUSY scenario[3], where
the rst two generations' sfermions are as heavy as about 20TeV . In this work we mainly consider the latter case. In
this case the two quantities are closely correlated.





























































































































































































FIG. 2: Feynman diagram which gives the dominant contribution to Æa

(and to the process  ! ) in case of (a) only
left-handed slepton mixing and (b) only right-handed mixing. The black dots in the fermion line are mass insertions.
In matrix C we have omitted the terms proportional to m












































which has an m





with only left-handed mixing
When there is only left-handed mixing, the most important contribution to Æa

and Br( ! ) comes from the




















Then we have, assuming 
L
= =4, that





















From the present upper limit of Br( ! ) < 10
 6





; in case of 
R
= 0 : (16)
From this diagram we also have the conclusion that
M
2
> 0; in case of 
R
= 0 (17)
to give positive contribution to Æa

. The same diagram gives the dominant contribution to Æa

in the case of no
lepton avor mixing. Thus the same conclusion of the sign of  is given in that case.
Æa

with only right-handed mixing
In case of only right-handed mixing, the chargino-sneutrino diagram gives no contribution to Æa

. The most
important contribution to Æa

and Br( ! ) comes from the diagram in FIG. 2(b), given on the interaction basis.



















M2=850 GeV, =-120 GeV
tan =50, L=0, R= /4
















M2=500 GeV, =1000 GeV
M2=250 GeV, =1000 GeV
M2=250 GeV, =500 GeV
M2=250 GeV, =250 GeV
tan =3, m1,2=20 TeV
FIG. 3: Æa

and Br( ! ) as functions of m
3








= =4. The horizontal
lines represent the E821 2 bounds (solid) and the upper limit of Br( ! ) (dotted).
If we ignore the mixing between the left- and right-handed sleptons, Z
R
is approximately the slepton mixing matrix.


























Then we have, assuming 
R
= =4, that





















From the present upper limit of Br( ! ) < 10
 6





; in case of 
L
= 0 : (20)





in Eq. (18), which greatly suppresses Br( ! ), helps to increase the bound. This factor comes from the Yukawa




has to be associated with the muon line since there is only





associated with the tau line, no such factor helps to suppress Br( ! ).







is  , while it is  for
the same term of the charged component. Thus we have
M
1
< 0; in case of 
L
= 0 (21)
to give positive contribution to Æa





have same sign, which is well motivated
theoretically,  should be negative in this case.
Since we ignore the left-right mixing between the sleptons, the naive bound we get should be examined nu-


















to satisfy the Br( ! ) bound. However, if we relax the above
relation and x M
1
= 60GeV , Æa

can be as large as  17 10
 10
without violating the bound of Br( ! ).
Æa
















FIG. 4: Feynman diagram which gives the dominant contribution to Æa

in the case that both the left- and right-handed slepton
mixing are large.
In this case we have derived that there is an m





. The enhancement leads






are large. However, it seems
that there is no obvious term which give dominant contribution to Br( ! ). If m
3










in case of no  = 0 : (22)
However, this bound is very loose because in large parameter space the contribution to Br( ! ) by exchanging

 
is more important than that by exchanging 
0
. We have to study this case numerically.
FIG. 3(b) displays Æa





= =4. If M
2
and  are both large, there is a large region
which can accommodate Æa

and Br( ! ) simultaneously. As  becomes large, Br( ! ) decreases while Æa





) and leads to large chargino mass,
which decreases Br( ! ).
In summary, when both the left- and right-handed slepton mixing is large, SUSY can enhance Æa

to within the
E821 2 bounds in a large parameter space through the slepton mixing between the second and the third generations.
In this case small tan  is slightly favored. Higgsino mass parameter  can be either positive or negative depending






can reach up to  20 10
 10





which means bino is not necessarily kept very light.
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